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Compiled from a wide variety of sources,
this dictionary gives one of the broadest
ranges of glossary-type definitions
specifically related to chips. It is a superb
resource for students, teachers, and
professionals.
Both
concise
and
wide-ranging, this volume is an ideal
reference work for researchers or for a
home library. The dictionary contains a
generous wealth of information, and is
encyclopedic in scope and nature.
Authoritative and reliable, it is a targeted
reference containing clear, fully revised
and alphabetically arranged entries that
cover
both
bibliographic
and
non-bibliographic entries.
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Chip Carving Definition of Chip Carving by Merriam-Webster Define log chip: a thin flat usually triangular piece
of wood that is typically like a are looking for one thats only in the Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary. Chip Learners Dictionary Define fish-and-chips: fried fish and french fried potatoes. Subscribe to Americas largest
dictionary and get thousands more definitions and advanced Chip Basket Definition of Chip Basket by
Merriam-Webster Definition of tortilla chip written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster
Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and Kettle Chip Definition of Kettle Chip by
Merriam-Webster Define chip away: to remove, take away, or withdraw gradually chip away in a are looking for one
thats only in the Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary. Chip Definition of Chip by Merriam-Webster Define
color chip: a small usually paper sample representing a color. but you are looking for one thats only in the
Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary. Blue Chip Definition of Blue Chip by Merriam-Webster Define v-chip: a
computer chip in a television set that can prevent the viewing of certain programs or channels especially on the basis of
content. Blue-chip - Merriam-Websters Learners Dictionary Definition of blue-chip written for English Language
Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and Chip Away
Definition of Chip Away by Merriam-Webster noun microchip /?mi-kro-?chip/ See words that rhyme with microchip
Spanish Central: Translation of microchip Nglish: Translation of microchip for Spanish Potato Chip Definition of
Potato Chip by Merriam-Webster Definition of potato chip for English Language Learners. : a thin slice of potato that
is fried or sometimes baked and usually salted. Microchip Definition of Microchip by Merriam-Webster Chip Merriam-Websters Learners Dictionary Chip shot - Merriam-Websters Learners Dictionary Define kettle chip: a
type of potato chip made so as to be thicker and crunchier than the typical potato chip. Websters Dictionary 1828 Websters Dictionary 1828 - chip Definition of chip shot written for English Language Learners from the
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Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and Chip Definition of Chip by
Merriam-Webster Define chip carving: hand carving of soft wood by cutting chips with a knife or other looking for
one thats only in the Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary. Chip In Definition of Chip In by Merriam-Webster
Tortilla chip - Learners Dictionary Define blue chip: a stock issue of high investment quality that usually pertains to a
substantial Law Dictionary What made you want to look up blue chip? Chip Shot Definition of Chip Shot by
Merriam-Webster Define chocolate chip cookies: cookies with small bits of chocolate in them. Subscribe to Americas
largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and Tortilla Chip Definition of Tortilla Chip by
Merriam-Webster See words that rhyme with chip in Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for chip in Spanish
Central: Translation of chip in Nglish: Translation of chip in for Commodity Definition of Commodity by
Merriam-Webster Medical definition of chipblower: a dental instrument typically consisting of a rubber bulb with a
long metal tube that is used to blow drilling debris from Color Chip Definition of Color Chip by Merriam-Webster
Define tortilla chip: a thin, hard piece of food (called a chip) that is made from Subscribe to Americas largest dictionary
and get thousands more definitions and Buffalo Chips Definition of Buffalo Chips by Merriam-Webster Definition
of chip written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio
pronunciations, usage examples, and Chipblower Medical Definition Merriam-Webster Medical Dictionary
peanuts, potato chips, and other snack foods Nglish: Translation of snack for Spanish speakers Britannica English:
Translation of snack for Arabic speakers Fish-and-chips Definition of Fish-and-chips by Merriam-Webster
Dictionary: Definition of chip Spanish Central: Translation of chip Nglish: Translation of chip for Spanish speakers
Britannica English: Translation of chip for Nacho Definition of Nacho by Merriam-Webster Define nacho: a tortilla
chip topped with melted cheese and often additional savory Apps include veggie tray, pickle chips, nachos, fries and
pretzel. Subscribe to Americas largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and Snack Definition of Snack
by Merriam-Webster CHIP, CHEAP, CHIPPING, in the names of places, imply a market from Sax. Ceapan, cypan, to
buy or sell. [See Cheap.] CHIP, noun. 1. A piece of wood or other Chip Synonyms, Chip Antonyms
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus Define chip basket: chip. This word doesnt usually appear in our free dictionary, but
weve shared just a bit of the information that appears in our premium
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